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Friendship and Work Culture of
Women Managers in Japan

Drawing on ethnographic data gathered from fieldwork spanning a 15-year
period, this book offers new insights into understanding the lives and experiences of women managers in Japan. Based on empirical case studies, it explores
the ways in which professional women in Tokyo creatively mobilize their friendships as a strategic site for mitigating the disappointments in their working lives,
and conceptualizing new understandings of independence and equality. It analyses their use of language, time, space and money to negotiate new identities in
an increasingly flexible work environment. In examining the challenges and
opportunities faced by these corporate workers, this book also extends anthropological debates about the changing meaning and importance of work for women,
as well as their relationship with money and separation from the realm of
domesticity.
As a study of women’s lives in and out of the workplace in Japan, this book
will be of great interest to students and scholars of Japanese studies, Japanese
culture and society, anthropology, sociology, gender and women’s studies.
Swee-Lin Ho is Assistant Professor of Anthropology and Sociology at the
National University of Singapore. She has previously worked as an auditor,
financial journalist and business executive across Asia and Europe.
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Series editors’ preface

Friendship and work culture of women managers in Japan:
Tokyo after ten
The Nissan Institute/Routledge Japanese Studies series was established in 1986
and has already published over 100 volumes. This volume, by Swee-Lin Ho,
provides a rich ethnography of two friendship networks formed by women corporate managers in contemporary Japan in the early 1990s when Japan began to
fall into what turned out to be an economic recession. The author, then a corporate manager herself, came to know some of these women when she was
working in Tokyo in the early 2000s, and they in turn introduced her to their
respective networks. When she later decided to study for her master’s degree in
anthropology at a Japanese university, she continued to meet with these women
occasionally, and when she proposed to them that they become the subject of her
doctoral thesis at the University of Oxford, they agreed. The current monograph
brings the story right up to date, covering in total over 15 years of these networks and their members. It is fair to say that no one without the appropriate
gender and business qualifications – not to mention proven ability to participate
in the networks’ drinking activities – could have secured their consent, and the
result is a highly nuanced and revealing portrait of, over a sustained period of
time, a segment of Japanese society that has received very little attention to date.
Granted, only a small proportion (around 10 per cent) of corporate managers in
Japan still today are women, but Swee-Lin Ho’s findings about their concerns –
in particular their use of time, space, money and language to conceptualize and
practise new understandings of gendered personhood – resonate with broader
themes in the study of contemporary Japan.
After-hours drinking and conversation are the two main activities of the networks under study. The former often takes place following the after-hours drinking with their subordinates that these women, as managers, are expected to
organize, and may last until midnight or later. The latter often deals with workrelated issues, but of an entirely different sort than the women discuss with their
subordinates, and other topics – investment strategies, the portrayal of women in
the media, problems with their significant others – are talked about as well. The
women regard regular drinking with their subordinates (and, from time to time,
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viii Series editors’ preface
drinking with their superiors) as work. Drinking with their network friends is
play, an egalitarian space in which they can relax and reflect on their lives. As
the author demonstrates, the women go to considerable lengths to differentiate
their network activities from other, superficially similar activities, scrupulously
avoiding the hierarchies that pervade their working hours. They choose expensive drinking establishments throughout the capital, which feature fine wines or
Japanese sake in a suitably refined environment, not convivial bars close to their
places of work. They pay equal shares of the often astronomically high tabs they
run up. These women earn high salaries, and although those with families do
contribute to household expenses and the costs of educating their children, they
revel in spending a significant share of their incomes on themselves.
Friendship and Work Culture of Women Managers in Japan introduces,
through the lives of the activities of the women it describes, important insights
into ideas of gender, work, class, personhood, consumer culture and female
friendship in contemporary Japan and how these have developed over the past
two decades. It admirably fulfils one of the key aims of the Nissan/Routledge
series to show the depth and variety of Japanese institutions, practices and ideas.
Roger Goodman
Arthur Stockwin
Oxford, August 2017
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